




































CHAPTER 44 END 
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$0... YEAH'IGOTBOREPANPnCIPE^ 

TO JUST FINISH THIS^ERIESjOFF. j 
jSINCE II HOP THE RAWSANP}* 

\ X SCMPTS LEFTOVER FROM LOLIBRIGAPE! \ 

h 'r ' ^ ~~ . 
I PONT CARE ENOUGH ABOUT QUALITY TOCLEAN 

PROPERLY OR REPRAVJ. OR TYPESET IT VJELL. 

OH RIGHT, I ALSO NEEP SOMEONE 

,,, ,» ^ THAT CAN REAP MOONRUNES TO TRANSLATE 

FOUR EASY CHAPTERS OF THIS, OTHERWISE CHAPTERS 

i'\ X^^'^^NTGOm TO BE REIEASEP. ] 
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Chapter 50 END 
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J AToGAKl .... 
Thanks for the wait, here’s volume 7/ It sure has been a while, hasn’t it, \ 
what with the 1 year gap between the previous release and all. Previously, 1 
due to the involvement with the anime production process, things got I due to the involvement with the anime production process, things got 
really busy to the point where there were times when I was absolutely 
exhausted. But I’m all refreshed and feeling fine now/ 

Nevertheless, I certainly didn’t expect the serialization to last this long. 
I wonder if it’ll end up being one of the longest original works in 
(DengekO Maoh. 

This time the story focused on Effi-san’s village so there’s plenty of 
boobs being shown. Rs an aside, I am personally an ass person. Rnyway, 
I’ll continue to do my best in drawing the lines for underarms, ribs and 
shoulder blades and make the forms look as alluring as I can. Drawing 
human bodies in an alluring manner requires an T am a massive pervert' 
attitude to it. I guess I just announced that I am a pervert. Ehe. 
It is with that mindset that I ended up designing a new uniform where 
the armpits and back is in full view. The ladies Cfemale fans) approve of 
the design too/ Fufufu... 
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